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We produce the first astrophysically-relevant numerical binary black hole gravitational waveform in
a higher-curvature theory of gravity beyond general relativity. We simulate a system with parameters
consistent with GW150914, the first LIGO detection, in order-reduced dynamical Chern-Simons
gravity, a theory with motivations in string theory and loop quantum gravity. We present results
for the leading-order corrections to the merger and ringdown waveforms, as well as the ringdown
quasi-normal mode spectrum. We estimate that such corrections may be discriminated in detections
with signal to noise ratio & 24.

I. INTRODUCTION

Binary black hole mergers, as recently observed by
LIGO and Virgo [1], probe gravity in its most dynami-
cal, non-linear regime. At some scale, Einstein’s theory
of general relativity (GR) must break down, and binary
black hole (BBH) mergers, by probing strong-field grav-
ity, could potentially contain signatures of beyond-GR
effects. A major scientific effort of gravitational wave
(GW) astronomy is thus testing general relativity with
gravitational wave observations from binary black hole
systems [2, 3].
However, current tests of general relativity are lim-

ited to null-hypothesis (assuming GR) and parametrized
tests [2, 4]. One future goal is to perform model-dependent
tests, in which beyond-GR theories of gravity are evalu-
ated with similarly precise methods as those used for GR
predictions. A major challenge in this program, however,
is the absence of numerical relativity gravitational wave-
forms in beyond-GR theories through full inspiral, merger,
and ringdown. As Yunes et al. argued in [4], constraining
‘physics beyond General Relativity is severely limited by
the lack of understanding of the coalescence regime in
almost all relevant modified gravity theories’.
Our goal in this study is to produce the first

astrophysically-relevant numerical relativity binary black
hole gravitational waveform in a higher-curvature the-
ory of gravity. Specifically, we will focus on dynamical
Chern-Simons (dCS) gravity, a beyond-GR effective field
theory that adds a scalar field coupled to spacetime cur-
vature to the Einstein-Hilbert action, and has origins in
string theory and loop quantum gravity [5–8]. To ensure
well-posedness of the evolution equations, we work in an
order-reduction scheme, perturbing the dCS scalar field
and spacetime metric around general relativity.

We extend our recent computation of leading order dCS
gravitational waveforms for binary black-hole head-on
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collisions [9] to inspiraling systems. Namely, we focus on
a simulation with parameters consistent with GW150914,
the first LIGO detection, and the loudest so far [1, 10].

A. Roadmap and conventions

We give an overview of our methods in Sec. II, and refer
the reader to previous papers, [9, 11–13], for technical
details. We present the results, including dCS merger
and ringdown waveforms for a system consistent with
GW150914, in Sec. III. We conclude and discuss future
work, including implications for LIGO data analysis, in
Sec. IV.
We set G = c = 1 throughout. Quantities are given

in terms of units of M , the sum of the Christodoulou
masses of the background black holes at a given reference
time [14]. Latin letters in the beginning of the alphabet
{a, b, c, d . . .} denote 4-dimensional spacetime indices, and
gab refers to the spacetime metric.

II. METHODS

A. Order-reduction scheme

The action of dynamical Chern-Simons gravity is

S ≡
∫
d4x
√−g

(
m2

pl

2
R− 1

2
(∂ϑ)2 − mpl

8
`2ϑ ∗RR

)
,

(1)

where the first term is the Einstein-Hilbert action of GR,
with the Planck mass denoted by mpl, the second term
is a kinetic term for the (axionic) scalar field ϑ, and the
third term couples ϑ to spacetime curvature through the
parity-odd Pontryagin density,

∗RR ≡ ∗RabcdRabcd . (2)

Here, ∗Rabcd = 1
2ε
abefRef

cd is the dual of the Riemann
tensor, and εabcd ≡

√−g[abcd] is the fully antisymmetric
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FIG. 1. Schematic of the order-reduction scheme, as outlined in
Sec. II A. We perturb the spacetime metric and dCS scalar field
around GR in order to ensure well-posedness of the evolution
equations. At zeroth order, we recover GR, and simply have a
vacuum GR BBH system. The curvature of this background
in turn sources the leading-order dCS scalar field (coming in at
first order, shown in pink and yellow) [cf. Eq. (8)]. This scalar
field and the curvature of the GR background then source
the leading-order dCS correction to the metric (coming in at
second order, shown in blue) [cf. Eq. (9)]. It is precisely this
correction to the spacetime metric that gives the leading-order
dCS correction to the gravitational waveform.

Levi-Civita tensor. The quantity ` in the third term of
Eq. (1) is the dCS coupling constant with dimensions of
length, and physically represents the length scale below
which dCS corrections become relevant.

Varying the action Eq. (1) will lead to a set of field
equations which we refer to as the “full” equations of
dCS. It is unknown whether full dCS has a well-posed
initial value problem (IVP), though this possibility seems
unlikely [15]. This seems an apparent disqualification for
a theory. However, we do not take Eq. (1) as an action
for an exact theory. Rather we assume there is some
well-posed underlying UV theory, and that a low-energy
limit gives dCS as an effective field theory (EFT).

Truncating a high-energy theory to a low-energy EFT
has the potential to introduce extra time derivatives and

spurious or runaway solutions. These spurious solutions
are not the low-energy limit of solutions to the original
high-energy theory, and must be eliminated. Indeed the
only consistent way to handle solutions to an EFT are
in a power series in some small parameter ε. This leads
to a perturbative treatment which reduces the order of
the differential equations, and is considered to be the
correct way to excise spurious solutions (see [16–19] for
more discussion and examples). We thus perturb all fields
around GR, as earlier suggested in [11, 20–22]. This
ensures that the principal symbol of the PDE at each
order is the principal symbol of the generalized harmonic
formulation of GR, ensuring a well-posed initial value
problem.

We give details regarding the derivation of the equations
of motion for the order-reduction scheme in [11]. Here,
we briefly summarize the important points of the order-
reduction construction. We perturb the spacetime metric
and dCS scalar field around GR as

gab = g
(0)
ab +

∞∑
k=1

εkg
(k)
ab , (3)

ϑ =

∞∑
k=0

εkϑ(k) . (4)

Here, terms with superscript (0) refer to zeroth-order
GR fields, and ε is a dimensionless formal parameter
counting powers of `2. We schematically illustrate this
order-reduction scheme in Fig. 1.
We can consistently set ϑ(0) = 0 in the background.

The leading-order dCS scalar field comes in at first order
as ϑ(1), with the equation of motion

�(0)ϑ(1) =
mpl

8
`2 ∗RR(0) . (5)

Similarly, we can consistently set g(1)ab = 0. The leading-
order dCS correction to the spacetime metric comes in at
second order as g(2)ab , with the equation of motion

m2
plG

(0)
ab [g

(2)
ab ] = −mpl`

2C
(1)
ab [g

(0)
ab , ϑ

(1)] + T
(1)
ab [g

(0)
ab , ϑ

(1)] ,
(6)

Here, G(0)
ab is the linearized Einstein field equation opera-

tor of the background, T (1)
ab is the canonical Klein-Gordon

stress energy tensor computed from ϑ(1) and g
(0)
ab (cf.

Eq. (11) in [9]), and C(1)
ab is a quantity computed from the

background spacetime curvature and ϑ(1) (cf. Eq. (12)
in [9]).
We can scale out the ` dependence (cf. [9, 11]) by

defining new variables

g
(2)
ab ≡

(`/GM)4

8
∆gab , ϑ(1) ≡ mpl

8
(`/GM)2∆ϑ . (7)

Thus, Eqs. (5) and (6) become

�(0)∆ϑ = ∗RR(0) , (8)

G
(0)
ab [∆gab] = −C(1)

ab [∆ϑ] +
1

8
T

(1)
ab [∆ϑ] . (9)
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Along with the nonlinear equations for the background
metric, Eqs. (8) and (9) are numerically co-evolved to ob-
tain the leading-order dCS correction to the gravitational
waveforms.

B. Inspiral secular growth

In the order-reduction scheme, the motion of the black
holes is governed by the GR background. The GR back-
ground sources a dCS scalar field which in turn sources a
dCS metric deformation (cf. Fig. 1), but this perturba-
tion to the spacetime does not back-react onto the GR
background. Thus the trajectories of the black holes, and
hence the rate of inspiral, are purely determined by GR.

In full dCS gravity, however, the black holes will inspiral
faster than in GR because they lose energy to scalar
radiation and because the gravitational-radiation energy
loss is modified from GR. There is thus a discrepancy
between the rate of BBH inspiral in the order-reduction
scheme and in the “full” dCS theory, which leads to secular
breakdown of perturbation theory [23]. In particular, this
effect occurs on the radiation-reaction timescale, which
governs the motion of the black holes towards one another.
The inspiral portion of the leading-order dCS modi-

fication to the gravitational waveform will thus be con-
taminated by secular effects. Removing these effects,
in particular through renormalization, is the subject of
future work that we discuss in Appendix A. Another po-
tential avenue for extending the accuracy of a perturbative
scheme to the full inspiral includes stitching to known
post-Newtonian expressions for the dCS modification to
the waveform in the early inspiral [21].
In this paper, we will focus on the merger and ring-

down portions of the leading-order dCS correction to the
gravitational waveform. To mitigate secular effects from
inspiral, our goal is to start the evolution of the dCS fields
∆ϑ and ∆gab as close to merger as possible. However,
starting a binary black hole simulation close to merger
creates a host of problems involving initial data and ini-
tial transients commonly called junk radiation [24–26].
We thus evolve a standard BBH GR background simula-
tion, and ramp on the source terms for ∆ϑ and ∆gab (cf.
Eqs. (8) and (9)) starting at some later time ts. We give
more details about the ramp functions in Appendix B.

C. Technical details

We use the same evolution framework as our previous
head-on collisions work [9], to which we refer the reader
for technical details. All of the computations are per-
formed using the Spectral Einstein Code (SpEC), which
uses pseudo-spectral methods and thus guarantees expo-
nential convergence in all of the fields. The main technical
change between the treatment of head-on collisions and
inspiraling mergers is tracking the orbiting black holes

on the computational grid, which is performed using the
methods of [27].

III. GW150914 RESULTS

In this section, we present the results of performing a
binary black hole simulation using the methods of Sec. II
for a system consistent with GW150914. In particular,
we compute the leading-order dCS modification to the
merger and ringdown waveforms. All presented waveforms
are asymptotic, computed from an expansion in 1/R for
extraction radius R [14], and hence should have near-field
effects removed.

A. Simulation parameters

While there is a distribution of mass and spin param-
eters consistent with GW150914 [28, 29], we choose to
use the parameters of SXS:BBH:0305, as given in the
Simulating eXtreme Spacetimes (SXS) catalog [30]. This
simulation was used in Fig. 1 of the GW150914 detection
paper [10], as well a host of follow-up studies [31–33]. The
configuration has initial dimensionless spins χA = 0.330ẑ
and χB = −0.440ẑ, aligned and anti-aligned with the
orbital angular momentum. The dominant GR spherical
harmonic modes of the gravitational radiation for this sys-
tem are (l,m) = (2,±2). The system has initial masses of
0.5497M and 0.4502M , leading to a mass ratio of 1.221.
The initial eccentricity is ∼ 8 × 10−4. The black holes
merge at t = 2533.8M , forming a common horizon after
∼ 23 orbits. The remnant has final Christodoulou mass
0.9525M and dimensionless spin 0.692 purely in the ẑ
direction.

Note that the mass ratio and spins (q, χA, χB) that best
fit GW150914 in GR may be different from the best-fit
dCS-modified waveform parameters, (q′, χ′A, χ

′
B , `/GM).

In this initial paper, we focus on just one set of background
parameters, but future work includes performing studies
in this extended parameter space to explore posterior
reconstructions and degeneracies, among other topics, as
we outline in Sec. IV.

B. dCS merger waveform

The main result of this paper is Fig. 2, which shows the
leading-order dCS correction to the gravitational wave-
form for GW150914 during merger. We focus on the
dominant (l,m) = (2,±2) modes of the gravitational radi-
ation (though we have access to gravitational wave modes
from l = 2 to l = 8), as these are the most important
modes for GW150914 observation and analysis [2, 10, 28].
The (2,−2) mode is consistent with being the complex
conjugate of the (2, 2) mode so we only present results
for the latter.
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FIG. 2. Leading-order dCS correction to the gravitational
waveform for a system with parameters consistent with
GW150914 (cf. Sec. IIIA). As we discuss in Sec. IIID, this
merger gravitational waveform is not contaminated by secular
effects. In the upper panel, we show the waveform correction
for low, medium, and high numerical resolutions. The curve
labeled ‘Earlier start’ shows a waveform with a slightly ear-
lier dCS start time (25M before, cf. Sec. IIID), which lies
between the different numerical resolution waveforms. In the
lower panel, we show the fractional differences (normalized by
the complex amplitudes) between the low, medium, and high
resolutions, showing that the waveform converges with numer-
ical resolution. We show the fractional difference between the
highest resolution waveform and the ‘Earlier start’ waveform,
and find that this lies within the numerical error bounds of
the merger waveform. We thus conclude that there is no sig-
nificant amplitude difference caused by an earlier start time.
Hence, our merger waveform is not contaminated by secular
effects. Note that all of the waveforms are presented with the
dCS coupling (`/GM)4 scaled out, and this factor must be
reintroduced for the results to be physically meaningful.

In order to make this waveform useful for LIGO data
analysis, we must reintroduce the dCS coupling param-
eter `, and present the full, second-order accurate dCS
curvature waveform as (cf. Eq. (7)),

Ψ4 = Ψ
(0)
4 + Ψ

(2)
4 , (10)

Ψ
(2)
4 ≡ (`/GM)4

8
∆Ψ4 , (11)

where ∆Ψ4 is the linearized curvature perturbation (with
the dCS coupling scaled out) computed from the variable
∆gab (cf. Eq. (9)). Thus, given one numerical simulation,
we can generate a family of waveforms parametrized by `
by simply multiplying and adding using Eq. (10).
In Fig. 3, we show the total, second-order accurate

dCS gravitational waveform for three choices of coupling
parameter `/GM . When comparing two different wave-
forms with each other, we are allowed to make an overall
time shift, but the background Ψ

(0)
4 and correction Ψ

(2)
4

of the same waveform may not be shifted relative to each
other. We have shifted the time axis on Ψ

(0)
4 and Ψ

(2)
4

to the peak time of the real part of Ψ
(0)
4 . We see a time-

dependent modification in the phase of the total waveform
in Fig. 3. We plot the results on a logarithmic scale in
Fig. 4 for clarity. The time dependence of the phase shift
is crucial for the dCS correction to be non-degenerate with
the background GR waveform. The sign of the shift is
consistent with the intuition that a dCS-corrected binary
inspirals more quickly, since energy can be lost through
the scalar field. Thus the waveform should have an earlier
merger than the pure GR waveform.
Note that the chosen values of `/GM must be consis-

tent with the perturbative scheme, which we discuss in
Sec. III E. For the largest allowed value of `/GM from
the perturbative scheme, (`/GM)max = 0.226, over an
interval of [−150M, 150M ] around the peak of the wave-
form, we compute a mismatch of curvatures (as defined
in [34]) between Ψ4(` = 0) (corresponding to GR) and
Ψ4(` = `max) ofM∼ 8× 10−3.

This number should be considered a rough estimate,
since we used a flat noise curve for evaluating the mis-
match, and we computed mismatches between Ψ4 and
not strain. Furthermore, we did not perform any mini-
mization over GR parameters or even time/phase opti-
mization. Therefore this is an approximate upper bound
on the mismatch, which we will analyze more carefully in
future work. However we can already estimate a minimum
SNR necessary to distinguish between GR and the dCS-
corrected waveforms. We follow the distinguishability
criterion Eq. (G13) of [35],

M & D

2 SNR2 , (12)

where D counts the number of relevant model parameters,
in this case D = 9 (the D = 8 from GR, plus one for `).
Using this criterion, we find a lower limit on the minimum
SNR for distinguishability,

SNR & 24 . (13)

C. dCS ringdown waveforms

Let us now repeat the dCS ringdown analysis of [9] to
compute the leading-order modifications to the GW150914
quasi-normal mode (QNM) spectrum. We fit the domi-
nant (2, 2) mode. Using three overtones, we are able to
fit all the way to the peak of Ψ4, in line with the results
of [33, 36]. We show the ringdown modification fit in
Fig. 5 (cf. Fig. 7 of [9]). We give the leading-order dCS
modifications to the QNM frequency and damping time,
with the dCS coupling parameter scaled out in Table I.
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FIG. 3. Second-order accurate dCS gravitational waveforms,
for three choices of dCS coupling constant, `/GM . We add the
leading-order dCS correction to the gravitational waveform
(from Fig. 2) to the background GR gravitational waveform of
the system, to give the total dCS waveform [cf. (10)]. The value
`/GM = 0 corresponds to GR, with no dCS modifications.
The value `/GM = 0.226 corresponds to the largest-allowed
value for the perturbative scheme to be valid (cf. Sec. III E).
The `/GM = 0.3 curve is included to visually emphasize the
shape of alteration provided by the dCS correction.
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FIG. 4. Same as Fig. 3, but on a logarithmic scale to better
show the phase difference between the GR and dCS corrected
waveforms.

D. dCS secular growth during inspiral

As predicted in Sec. II B, we see secular growth during
the inspiral in the leading-order dCS waveforms, Ψ

(2)
4 . In

Fig. 6, we show the results for Ψ
(2)
4 for simulations with

various dCS start times (and hence different times over
which to accumulate secular growth). We see that the
longest dCS simulations have the largest amplitudes of
Ψ

(2)
4 at merger, and the shortest dCS simulations have

comparably small amplitudes. Thus, when physically in-
terpreting the inspiral results, we must remove the secular
growth accumulated over the inspiral phase, which is work
in progress that we discuss in Appendix A.
To trust our waveform, we must ensure it is not con-
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FIG. 5. Quasinormal mode fits for the post-merger spectrum of
rΨ

(2)
4 (dashed pink curve), the leading-order dCS gravitational

radiation. We show the dominant (2, 2) mode of the radiation,
fit to the three least-damped overtones. The solid colored
curve corresponds to the real part of rΨ(2)

4 . For reference, we
have plotted the real part of rΨ(0)

4 in dashed gray. This is
similar to Fig. 7 of [9], which was done for a head-on collision
in order-reduced dCS.

n (`/GM)−4ω
(2)

(2,2,n)Mf (`/GM)−4τ
(2)

(2,2,n)/Mf

0 −0.437 ± 0.03 −8.13 ± 0.25

1 3.92 ± 0.14 220.1 ± 6.5

2 −1.54 ± 0.04 146.9 ± 6.4

TABLE I. Fitted QNM parameters for the post-merger gravi-
tational radiation for the GW150914 simulation considered in
this study (cf. Sec. III A). Each row corresponds to one of the
three dominant overtones of the (2, 2) mode of the radiation.
The quantity ω

(2)

(2,2,n)Mf is the leading-order dCS modifica-
tion of the QNM frequency (multiplied by the final mass Mf),
while τ (2)(2,2,n)/Mf is the leading-order dCS modification to the
damping time (divided by the final mass Mf). In each case,
the dCS coupling parameter (`/GM)4 is scaled out. For this
simulation, the final mass is Mf = 0.9525M , and the final
dimensionless spin is χf = 0.692, purely in the ẑ direction.

taminated by secular effects. We performed 5 additional
simulations with different start times for turning on the
dCS correction. In Fig. 7, we look at the peak amplitude
of the waveform as a function of inspiral length. We see
that the secular growth, as reflected in the peak ampli-
tude, behaves quadratically with the length of the dCS
simulation. The waveform we presented in Secs. III B and
III C correspond to an inspiral length of 200M . Since this
is near the quadratic minimum, it shows minimal sensi-
tivity to length and minimal secular contamination. In
Fig. 2 we have also plotted waveforms with length 225M .
Note that the difference in amplitudes between the two
waveforms is smaller than the difference in amplitude
we see between different numerical resolutions of wave-
forms with inspiral length of 200M . Thus, we conclude
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the start time of ramping on the dCS field (minus the ramp
time). We see that simulations with earlier dCS start times
have higher amplitudes at merger, having had more time to
accumulate secular growth.
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FIG. 7. Peak amplitude of the dCS correction to the gravi-
tational waveform as a function of inspiral length. We show
the length relative to the peak of the waveform (as in Fig. 6).
The dashed black vertical line corresponds to the length of the
dCS merger simulation we present in this paper. The peak
amplitude serves as a measure of the amount of secular growth
in the waveform (cf. Fig. 6). We see that the peak amplitude
increases quadratically with inspiral length (as shown by the
quadratic fit in dashed green).

that the merger waveform presented in Sec. III B is not
contaminated by secular effects.

E. Regime of validity

Besides the previously-discussed secular breakdown,
there is also an instantaneous regime of validity. Since we
work in a perturbative scheme, at each instant there is a
finite radius of convergence in `/GM . We estimate this
value using the formalism in [9, 22], by comparing the size
of the leading-order correction ∆gab to the background
metric g(0)ab . If the correction becomes comparable to
the background, it is no longer justified to neglect the
omitted higher-order terms in the expansion. For the
waveform presented in Fig. 2, the maximum allowed value
of `/GM , as a function of time, attains its minimum
value at merger, where the strong-field effects are greatest,
and hence the dCS metric deformation is largest. Here
we find (`/GM)max ≈ 0.226. If we take a total mass
M ∼ 68M� (consistent with GW150914 [28]), we can
use our perturbative treatment to make self-consistent
calculations up to `max ≈ 23 km. That is, if data analysis
using this waveform leads to a constraint tighter than
` < `max, the use of perturbation theory was consistent,
and the constraint is valid — even for “full” dCS theory.

IV. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this study, we have produced the first astrophysically-
relevant numerical relativity binary black hole gravita-
tional waveform in a higher-curvature theory of gravity.
We have focused on dynamical Chern-Simons gravity, a
quadratic gravity theory with origins in string theory
and loop quantum gravity [5], extending our previous
results for binary black hole head on collisions in dCS to
inspiraling systems [9].

We have focused on a BBH system with parameters con-
sistent with GW150914, the first LIGO detection [28, 31]
(cf. Sec. IIIA). In Sec. III B, we presented the leading-
order dCS correction to the merger gravitational wave-
form, with minimal secular effects. In Sec. III C, we
repeated our quasi-normal mode analysis presented in [9],
analyzing the leading-order dCS correction to the ring-
down waveform, and extracting the corresponding mod-
ifications to the frequencies and damping times of the
quasi-normal modes.

In Sec. III D, we showed the presence of secular growth
during the inspiral portion of the leading-order dCS grav-
itational waveform, as theoretically predicted in Sec. II B.
While we address possible avenues for removing this secu-
lar growth in Appendix A, we focused in this study on
the merger and ringdown portions of the waveform.
Our ultimate goal is to make these beyond-GR wave-

forms useful for LIGO and Virgo tests of general relativ-
ity [2, 3]. While a natural conclusion would be to generate
enough beyond-GR waveforms to fill the BBH parameter
space, build a surrogate model, and use this for model-
dependent parameter estimation (cf. [29]), an important
first step is to study the degeneracies between beyond-GR
waveforms and waveforms in pure general relativity. We
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have found non-degeneracy with GR in the limit of infinite
signal to noise ratio in the dCS black hole shadow [13],
and in the quasi-normal mode spectrum [9], but a realis-
tic analysis must include detector noise. We will inject
our beyond-GR waveforms into LIGO noise and compute
posteriors recovered using present LIGO parameter esti-
mation and testing-GR methods [3, 28, 37, 38]. This in
turn serves as a degeneracy study, testing the degeneracy
of a dCS-corrected waveform with GR waveforms with
different parameters in the presence of LIGO noise.
Additionally, our methods are fully general [12], and

thus can be used for Einstein dilaton Gauss-Bonnet
(EDGB) gravity, another higher curvature theory. While
simulations of the leading order EDGB scalar field on a
BBH background have been performed [39], we can go one
order higher and obtain the leading-order EDGB correc-
tion to the gravitational waveform. This is forthcoming
work, and we have already demonstrated the leading-order
numerical stability of rotating BHs in EDGB with our
methods [40]. EDGB, however, has dipolar radiation dur-
ing the inspiral, with the leading-order post-Newtonian
correction to the inspiral entering at −1 PN order rel-
ative to GR (dCS enters at 2 PN relative to GR) [21].
Thus secular effects should be larger in EDGB than in
dCS. However, if one can control these secular effects, or
show minimal contamination, EDGB should enjoy more
stringent constraints than dCS.
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Appendix A: Strategies for removing secular growth

A common feature of perturbative approximations to
near-oscillatory dynamical systems is the tendency to
develop unbounded secular divergence from the exact
physical solution [23]. Of course, once such growth reaches
a magnitude such that the secularly growing solution
competes with the small parameter of the expansion, the
solution should not be trusted at all. However, prior to
that point, the secular growth represents an expanding
deviation from the hypothetical exact solution. This
growth degrades the precision of the approximate solution.

Because of secular growth, the scale of the error term in
the expansion of the solution of Eqs. (8) and (9) should no
longer be estimated as O((`/GM)4), but instead should
be estimated as O(∆), where

∆ =

(
`

GM

)4
t

T
, (A1)

and T is the radiation-reaction timescale.
These secularly growing perturbed solutions are not

intrinsically erroneous, but instead represent a nontrivial
evolution of the background parameters of the system.
For the dCS expansion relevant to this paper, those back-
ground parameters can be thought of as the initial data
parameters of the inspiral [42], such as the mass and
spin of the black holes, or as parameters relevant to the
waveform, such as the amplitude and phase. Different pa-
rameterizations are similarly valid, but give rise to distinct
details in how the mitigation strategies are formulated.
The secular growth does present a practical problem for
solutions, though, as numerical results will eventually
drift from the perturbative domain of validity (cf. Sec
III E), and fail to approximate the true dynamics at long
timescales.

In the dCS perturbed system, the secular drift is most
obvious in the frequency parameter of the binary, which
then manifests itself as an approximately quadratic in
time ∼ t2/T 2 drift of the orbital phase parameter (see
Sec. II B). The body of this paper describes the robust
results for near merger and ringdown of the binary that
can be obtained by enforcing that the ∆ of Eq. (A1)
is within an acceptable tolerance level throughout the
simulation, which is validated in Sec. III E.

To illustrate why such effects arise, consider the generic
perturbed equations of motion approximating a linear
second-order hyperbolic differential equation D(g) = 0:

D(0)(g(0)) = 0, (A2a)

D(0)(g(1)) = D(1)(g(0)), (A2b)

where g = g(0) + εg(1) + O(ε2) and D = D(0) + εD(1) +
O(ε2). Consider a set of homogeneous solutions g(0)(Ci)
to Eq. (A2a) parameterized by constants Ci. Consider
then a linearized differential operator D(1) with properties
such that

D(1)(g(0)) =
∑
i

βi
δg(0)(Ĉi)

δĈi
, (A3)

for a set of coefficients βi approximately constant over
some sufficiently short time and new set of approxi-
mate constants Ĉi. Then Eq. (A2b) is solved by g(1) =

α(xµ)g(0)(tβi + Ĉi), for α determined by the coefficients
of the derivatives in D(0). The secular growth can then
be seen in the linear dependence of the arguments in the
solution of g(1).
The statements of the previous paragraph can be ex-

tended to more generic systems and parameters, and can
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be used to determine the sets of functions in an appro-
priate decomposition of the space of possible right-hand
sides of Eq. (A2b) that give rise to secular growth. The
exploration of the nature of the growing solutions and
methods to mitigate the secular growth are the topics
of several mathematical publications, e.g. [43, 44], and
references therein.

The problems of secular growth in approximate solu-
tions to binary black hole inspirals have been noticed, and
at least partially addressed, in other calculational contexts.
Particularly, Post-Newtonian approximation [45] and self-
force black hole perturbation theory [46] encounter these
challenges when applied to long-duration inspirals. A sim-
ple solution to the problem is to ‘stitch’ together results
from different starting points of the evolutions [47, 48].
The analogous method for the dCS computation in this
paper would be to transition between the inspiral pre-
dicted by different start times tS of the dCS computation.
Such simple methods, however, will fail to recover the
phase accuracy we seek for gravitational wave predictions.
A full solution to the secular growth problem is to infer
the slow evolution of the parameters of the background
solution (e.g. phase and amplitude drift of the waveform),
and use that slow evolution to adjust the background
solution while performing appropriate alterations to the
perturbed solution to ensure that the full equations of
motion remain satisfied to the desired precision. The pre-
sentation of these types of methods can be found in various
sources [42, 44, 49, 50], and some of the most promising
techniques are referred to in the literature as ‘multiscale’
methods and ‘dynamical renormalization group’ methods.

The main challenges in implementing a method to bring
the phase evolution back into the background solution are:
1) inferring the rate of the phase evolution from a given
secularly growing perturbative solution, and 2) applying
that correction while maintaining desired precision. The
task of performing the background correction is made all
the more difficult without the formulaic luxury of exact
analytic backgrounds that prior work has enjoyed. We
intend to handle in future work the task of extracting
the phase drift from a secularly growing solution by a
well-chosen fit to a linear combination of candidate ho-
mogeneous waveform of the g(2)ab perturbed metric and a
slowly drifting numerical solution.

An adiabatic solution should then be available by evolv-
ing the slowly varying parameters of the pure-GR back-
ground solution through the space of perturbative so-

lutions. In forthcoming work, we address the feasibil-
ity of performing that adiabatic evolution as a post-
processing step to waveforms obtained from a family of
short-duration approximate dCS evolutions such as those
presented in this paper.

Appendix B: Ramping on dCS source terms

As discussed in Sec. II B, our goal is to start the dCS
simulations as close to merger as possible, in order to
avoid secular growth effects from the inspiral. We thus
aim to ramp on the source terms for ∆gab and ∆ϑ [as
governed by Eqs. (8) and (9)] at some start time ts close
to merger.

Consider some ramp function of the form

f(t) =


0 t < ts

F (t) ts ≤ t ≤ ts + tramp

1 ts + tramp < t ,

(B1)

where F (t) smoothly ramps from 0 to 1 with a specified
number of derivatives matching at each endpoint. The
required number of derivatives depends on the order of the
integration scheme. Here tramp is the characteristic ramp
time of F (t). We ramp on the dCS fields by replacing
`2 → f(t)`2 in the evolution equations, and ramp on the
scalar field source as

�(0)∆θ = f(t)∗RR(0) . (B2)

We similarly ramp on the dCS metric deformation as

G
(0)
ab [∆gab] = −f(t)C

(1)
ab [∆θ] +

1

8
T

(1)
ab [∆θ] . (B3)

For the above equation, recall that in Eq. (6), there is a
factor of `2 in the Cab term, and thus for the scheme to
be consistent we must include a factor of f(t) in front of
C

(1)
ab .
In practice, we choose a function of the form (between

ts and ts + tramp)

t∗ ≡ (t− ts)/tramp , (B4)

F (t) = t5∗(126 + t∗(−420 + t∗(540 + t∗(−315 + 70t∗)))) .

We plot the ramped scalar field source term f(t) ∗RR in
Fig. 8 to show the character of this function.
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